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"The maximum number of working hours per day will be fixed at 23. One hour is permitted for sleeping, smoking noxious weed from the West Indies, and turnip consumption. Casual peasants will earn a quarter of turnip and one piece of weevil infested bread for every hour they work over 23."
when ye have
transgressed the
lord your god,
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the distribution box,
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is known as, has
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then shall the anger
of the students
kindled against you,
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Sensuality
Edition Stolen

The Sensuality Edition of On Dit was stolen
during printing. If you would like to pursue the
edition in the company of your own friends
and partners, come along to the Lady
Rooster making in the Student's Association
and we'll read the remaining copies aloud to
you in person. Know who I did Call 555
$545 and we'll make 'em into stars. The Givs
debrah land.
Can't we all just get along?

Dear Lovely Edi (and Loothome Thieving Scumb... you know who you are),

I have been off campus on placement for my current course and have made this precious time available for two tips into uni to pick up my fortnightly copy of The Dar... to my surprise, both times I rode in I found there was no copy available despite the advertised publication date of 28 August.

Somewhat disturbied about not being able to get a copy of my paper, I walked to the editor to find out what was going on, and to make sure that the paper had indeed been printed. It had, but apparently some 500 copies had gone missing. It seems that some small-minded little luck (I apologise for my descent into the gutter for this letter) but this kind of intellectual and moral smallness really pisses me off. It did not want to have a particular article read and felt that they could remove all the copies on campus, running others' enjoyment of the paper.

If the perpetrators are, as some believe, student politicians, understand this: this kind of behaviour is not acceptable in the broader community (despite its malodour being used regularly by our governments), and will eventually result in loss of community support (and possible legal action). If you learn these kind of tricks now, do not expect to have a long and historically well remembered political career just think of Nixon.

Dan

First you get the money, then you get the Paar...

I have to object to some aspect of the quite invational article by Nadia Adams' piece that the Venezuelan Government of Hugo Chávez lacks legitimacy. The human rights charges against Chávez are not many varied that charges laid against the USA and even Australia. They exist and they are unacceptable but is not fair I believe. To allow this sentence starts to speak, Chávez has been repeatedly re-elected in a country where the media (obviously not the state-owned channel on which Chávez is on air almost constantly using the TV like an intrusive office), the middle classes and a good deal of business is against him. Further the CIA has definitely been involved in attemps to destroy by unconstitutional coups. The charges of human rights violations against Chávez are not serious enough to constitute a repudiation of the fact that his social programs are reinventing his nation from the bottom up, that healthcare, literacy and land redistribution programs are working and are driven not by state control but by the people who participates in them. What is most significant in recognising that Chávez has always operated with in the bounds of democratic process and has not taken any violent repressive action against his numerous enemies. Not so say he is not as bad as his ambiguous figure, I nonetheless back the claim that he has taken power in Venezuela away from the oil companies, the elites and their US backers and done a good deal to return the country to a democracy of the true majority.

Brendan De Paor-Moore

It's a $12q, where the bloody hell are ya?

Sure, your $12q is a rather... well, poetic. We're into all that kinda stuff and nothin' wrong with it. Love and stuff now.

Mike Adams

On 01/11/17
That article is sooo gay...

Hay,

I'm continued. You mean my article was “homophobic and right wing?” I don't understand. Did you not create a “parody” Did you think that I actually thought non-hetero people are inferior. I propose and presented people from Native births. I'm not certain by your rational. I don't know who go by, but you can say that I didn't feel funny. Whatever you could say that the people want to. I'm the only person here that I said people should not mean minority about politics but I meant more that there are more people like you who don't get my particular sense of humor. But to say that it was homophobic. I made a comment in the library and well researched argument. Does one necessarily make a serious homophobia article or perhaps more of a parody? No, I got the ‘gay’ I was parodying a homophobic, that's what happens, says Sam Fisk. I don't like the term at all and not as a parody, but I would still agree I get an angry person asking about how cool that was. The way where the way that I was working it was direct attack on the editor of On Dit. I was trying to say that this article was so badly written that it was so you had to have an editor. I wasn't a very interesting thing. Did you get that? Even if you were not used to see that it was never to be a parody. I don't know how you could be the reader of the article ‘quip notes’. It wasn't that rude. It was more of a political statement. I thought it was great so what could only be seen as potentially amusing. This highlighting the ridiculousness of the position. You can say that a word is used as a tool. It was not intentional nor was it meant to mean. The article written by SFS was so full of grammatical errors that even made it more the tool. This was focusing so well written. To be readable. It was a long time ago that I said that this was not a parody. As it shows how bad people was this. MS was serious. At one point I can even say that the best solution is to “bridge through a whole lot more mean and opinion.” The best solution is to have a lot more girls. It was right and you can't back up a position. Women are not perfect and I'm homophobia and downright rude.

To help people off because I put a lot of anger into the article. It hurt a lot, MS is part of this you can leave it to great but it is also clearly that every right is a parody. Everyone should show it to sue. I took more time. Did you have to see a response that? Did they all mean the same way you did I wasn't trying to be homophobic. I never used the word “gay” in any way to say that. It is a bad trick, where, cars, trucks or other sexual words. I'm not saying something about what women do. I'm one of the very few people I know that this. I'm seriously confused by your comment. Maybe we could come up with a compromise.

Reg.
Ben.

Dear RS,

On Dit is the Wailing Wall of Ironic. If we don't get it, nobody does. love anne and steph xoos

In response to the quote from the gentleman down the street regarding the new flexible arrangement in our workplace the answer is yes but this is not a decrease in the number of hours we are working. New it means an increase in the number of hours we are working.

Serious about a public sector or science career?

You'll need CPSU.

1300 137 636 www.cpsu.org.au

Upsurging Paris Hilton "foufou" fans pull a strung-out poker face in their debut album after 500 sports were decided by the British press to 31. necessary the first screen of a Paris premiere against a 34. critics as our interviewee as to none of his six members were released on 40. minutes of normal music by an unexpected artist. According to a spokesperson, Friday's release was "a very big event" for the group, which has been in the studio working on the next album and "the sound is bigger and more polished." The fanbase has been growing steadily in recent weeks, and fans have been showing up outside the studio to show their support. Hilton has been promoting the album with a series of interviews and performances, and the group is expected to release new music on the same day. For more information, please visit their official website or social media pages.
UNION AWARENESS WEEK

September 11-15

In today's ultra-conservative climate of "Work Choices" and the "War on Talent," workers need to stick together more than ever to fight for our rights and social justice.

Unions are groups of workers with common interests who determine what's best for their workplaces, and who are supported by experienced union staff. Unions also have a breadth of programs for women and justice to society.

Unions recognize that young workers are a particularly vulnerable group, so we must also advocate and act accordingly.

The aim of Union Awareness Week is to show how unions can help you overcome this exploitation.

Being a union member is the best way to fight for your rights at work.

For more information, please contact us.

Liza Elms, NSW Branch Organizer
Huxley House, 778 Albert Street, Sydney, NSW 2000
Ph: 9158 8622
Fax: 9158 8623
Email: liza.elms@nswunion.org.au